INSTRUCTIONS

D O C. S I Z E:  4 0 0 m m W  x  1 1 5 m m H
F O L D E D  S I Z E:  5 0 m m W  x  1 1 5 m m H
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The product is recommended for indoor
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Use this unit only for its intended use
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SPECIAL LI-ION BATTERY

Your BT App Controlled Car is equipped

USE OF THE BATTERY

WARNINGS CONCERNING THE

Internal battery is factory installed, product
to short-circuit the supply terminals.
short-circuit the batteries.
exploding, overheating, or igniting.
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PRODUCT BATTERY REMOVAL

Internal battery is factory installed, product disassembly
requires it to be separately collected so
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WARNING: Changes or modifications
may cause undesired operation. "Part 15 of the FCC Rules.
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NOTE: Opening of product and/or
recycling or disposal laws.
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HOW TO PLAY
1. On your Device, go to Setting and to enjoy playing.
2. Charging the Racer is recommended before you continue
3. Insert DC jack to charging port position before charging.
4. Slide Power switch (part 5) to OFF

SOFTWARE INSTALLATION
DOWNLOAD FREE APP
“Brookstone Racer” App (for iPhone) or Google Play™ App (for Android device)

CARE AND MAINTENANCE
When the power of the BT APP CONTROLLED CAR before cleaning.
Applicable only to Bluetooth® Smart Ready devices.

USING YOUR RACER
1. Select Racer for pairing and connection on your APP.
2. Select OK to start driving.

CHANGE THE NAME OF YOUR RACER
1. App will allow you to change name of Racer.
2. Tap upper right hand corner “Racer Name”.
3. Input new name for your device, select OK after you input your name.
4. App will save again.
5. Select BACK to return to scanning name.

LOW VOLTAGE
1. When Racer battery is low, both front wheels face straight forward.
2. For no operation of 5 minutes, the Racer will be in sleep mode to save electricity.
3. To Wake up racer, slide power switch to ON.
4. To reinitiate Racer, slide switch to OFF, wait 3 sec and slide to ON.

HIGH SPEED / MID SPEED /LOW SPEED
1. To start driving, Finger pinch the TRIM ADJUSTMENT (part 4) and low speed by pressing this button.
2. MID SPEED / LOW SPEED Switch between high speed, mid speed and low speed pressing this button.
3. Quick stop wheels face straight forward.

LED STATE CHART
Blinking light
Red
Blue
Green
Solid light
Red
Blue
Green
Charging area
About 10 Meter in open area
About 1 hour
DC5V / 1A
3.7V/150MAh
0.05KG
HEIGHT: 3CM
WIDTH: 5CM
SPECIFICATION
SIZE LENGTH: 10CM
WEIGHT: 0.05KG
L-Ionen battery STV-L15OM (MANUFACTURING: 11/2013) RUNNING TIME: About 1 hour Approx. 19 MJ Open area
BLUETOOTH SUPPORTED: 4-3 App is only compatible with select Bluetooth® 4.0 and Bluetooth® Smart Ready devices.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
1. What is the maximum range of my BT APP CONTROLLED CAR? The BT APP CONTROLLED CAR can be operated up to 30 feet unobstructed.
2. What is the battery life of my BT APP CONTROLLED CAR? Approximately 1 hours.
3. Can I use multiple BT APP CONTROLLED CARs in the same area? No, they are multi-channel BT APP CONTROLLED CARs.
4. Can I use multiple BT APP CONTROLLED CARs with the same device? Yes, but not simultaneously.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE
1. How to charge? Charging LED (part 7) will light up with solid red when charging and will be off when charging is finished.
2. What is the battery charge level? There is a red or blue light added to the front wheels and drive area. Check the following:
3. Why can’t I sync my BT APP CONTROLLED CAR to my device? • Battery is not low.
• Your device’s BT is turned on.
• BT APP CONTROLLED CAR is powered on.
• Blue connection LED is blinking (searching for BT connection).
• Your device’s BT is turned on.
• BT APP CONTROLLED CAR is in use, the app will exit. Use your device while BT APP CONTROLLED CAR is in use, the app will exit.
• After a phone call is received on your device, the BT APP CONTROLLED CAR will stop and the app will exit. Use your device while BT APP CONTROLLED CAR in operation.

WHAT IS THE APP?
1. App will allow you to change name of Racer.
2. Tap upper right hand corner “Racer Name”.
3. Input new name for your device, select OK after you input your name.
4. App will save again.
5. Select BACK to return to scanning name.

MOVEMENT
1. Car Forward
2. Car Backward
3. Pink pinch the TRIM ADJUSTMENT (part 4) and low speed by pressing this button.
4. MID SPEED / LOW SPEED Switch between high speed, mid speed and low speed pressing this button.
5. Quick stop wheels face straight forward.
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